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In the last decade of April 2020, the second coronavirus epidemic wave in Iran has bloomed. The new wave has started in the vicinity of the critical point, marked by approximately 44,000 infections, where the rate of increase of the primary epidemic that appeared in Iran in mid-February 2020 was the highest. Today, this secondary wave almost has doubled the peak of the primary, and, passing the epidemic threshold of about 70,000 total cases in early June, generated the new third epidemic wave developing unpredictably and dynamically. The purpose of this work was to call into use a simple dynamical system represented by the discrete logistic equation with unknown parameters to predict secondary waves using the official statistical data. The mathematical modelling reveals the secondary epidemic waves in Sweden, the United States, Ukraine, Serbia, Romania, Czech Republic, Portugal, Luxembourg, Poland, and Ecuador. Also, the second waves appear in Russia and other countries. Despite many individual differences in the epidemic spread in different countries, we have traced regularity in the rise of secondary waves. The beginning of each new wave, if focusing on the number of total cases, practically coincides with the time of the maximum growth rate of the previous early epidemic. Thus, the passing through the threshold of the current wave should be the most responsible for strict observance of the rules of self-isolation and other sanitary standards.
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ПРОГНОЗНЫЙ МОНИТОРИНГ ВТОРЫХ ВОЛН ЭПИДЕМИИ COVID-19 В ИРАНЕ, РОССИИ И ДРУГИХ СТРАНАХ
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В последней декаде апреля 2020 г. в Иране поднялась вторая волна новой эпидемии коронавирусной инфекции. Новая волна возникла в окрестностях пороговой точки, отмеченной примерно 44 000 случаев заражения, где скорость нарастания первой волны эпидемии, появившейся в Иране в середине февраля 2020 г., была максимальна. Вторая волна почти вдвое превысила пик первой, и, в свою очередь, в начале июня, преодолев новий порог, составляющий около 70 000 случаев заражения, породила третью волну, развивающуюся динамично и непредсказуемо. Целью работы было использование официальных статистических данных на основе простейшей динамической системы, представленной дискретным логистическим уравнением. Полученная математическая модель показала, что вторые волны эпидемии уже можно наблюдать в Швеции, США, Украине, Сербии, Румынии, Чехии, Эквадоре, Португалии, Люксембурге, а также в России и других странах. Несмотря на индивидуальные различия в динамике распространения эпидемии в отдельных странах, закономерность подъема вторых волн остается той же: начало новой волны, если ориентироваться по количеству общих случаев заражения, практически совпадает со временем достижения максимальной скорости роста предыдущей эпидемии. Это означает, что в период перехода через критический порог текущей волны необходима максимальная ответственность с точки зрения неукоснительного соблюдения правил самоизоляции и иных санитарных норм.
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The first epidemic wave in Iran had attracted the attention of observers and researchers by a relatively high rate of overall infections [1–5]. The processing of official statistics to predict the second waves based on a logistic model showed that the first wave was only a harbinger of the spread of a new, higher wave of the epidemic, which had already swept through this country and gave rise to the third wave in early June. (We interpret an epidemic wave as the process either of transferring and spreading the infection to a new territory with a new population or returning to the old places partially or completely have recovered after the primary epidemic.)

Recently, the secondary waves of the epidemic have started in Sweden, the United States, Ukraine, Serbia, Romania, Czech Republic, Ecuador and some other countries. As yet, there are no rigorous mathematical models to shed light, in particular, on those critical points at which the secondary epidemic appears (we understand a strict theory as axiomatics based on the maximum principle. Any epidemic naturally “strives” to occupy the entire territory and cover the entire "available" population).

Today, there are more and more messages in the media about the expectation of second waves of the epidemic in...
Russia. However, this acute question remains open without a rigorous analysis of the input data.

The purpose of this work is to describe the secondary epidemic waves mathematically. We have chosen a simple\linebreak dynamic logistic system with the unknown parameters which are determined by the official data (data source: https://covid.ourworldindata.org/). The aim is to identify the most favorable conditions for the occurrence of secondary waves.

**METHODS**

We use the tabular autocorrelation dependencies $N_{i+1} = f(N_i)$, to construct the dynamic system. Here, $N_i$ is the number of total cases, accumulated to the date $i$, in the country number $c$. The least-squares method determines the polynomial approximations of tabular functions $f_c$, denoted as $F_c$.

Numerical experiments confirm the sufficiency of the quadratic approximation of functions $f_c$ from the argument $N_i$ that provides a logistic model. So, we have got the analytic point mapping having the right-hand side $F_c(N_i) = a_0 + a_1 N_i + a_2 N_i^2$, where $a_j$ are the parameters determined from the tables (data source: https://covid.ourworldindata.org/). The transition time between the states $N_i$ and $N_{i+1}$ takes a day. The logistic mapping approaches the steady-state $N = N^{*}$, as a positive solution to the equation $N^{*} = a_0 + a_1 N^{*} + a_2 N^{*2}$. The steady-state $N^{*}$ corresponds to almost zero dynamic increase in disease [6]. At the time of achieving this stable equilibrium, the logistic equation is no longer sufficient to describe the evolution of the disease in a developed human society. The fate of infected people depends on the quality of quarantine measures, medical care, etc.

We suppose that the logistic equation describes the temporal evolution of each wave of the epidemic adequately in countries with high-quality statistics. After processing the data, we select results using simple criteria and standard Maple software (Maplesoft; Canada).

There is no doubt that, theoretically, the epidemic can develop for the second and third time, etc. in an unpredictable way, if we neglect the appropriate anti-epidemic measures. As calculations show, the second wave of the epidemic, as a rule, rises after passing the critical point, which is the inflexion point of the logistic curve [7–9]. The linear equation $a_1 + 2a_2 N = 1$ defines the threshold $N$.

In the case of secondary epidemic waves, we use the same dynamic system for calculations. The described above procedure calculates the current parameters $a_j$ using a new, appropriately decomposed input data set. We remove the already calculated data, provided by the logistic curve of the first wave, from the old input data set. The computation process continues until the input data will represent a superposition of various individual logistic curves.

There is no doubt that all input is perfect. In case of failure of the specified decomposition of the input data, we decide that the algorithm described above does not work, and omit such input data from the analysis. Note that the idea of such an algorithm is not new — it first appeared in the socio-economic sciences [10].

There are examples of its successful application in mathematical biophysics [11]. In the context of the current pandemic, the work [12] is of interest. The authors take into account the secondary wave to adjust the results of their previous work [13].

**RESULTS**

Consider an example of the epidemic history of the countries that did not escape the risk of the second wave. Let it be the most vividly manifested country in this respect, Iran, the history of the epidemic of which is shown in Fig. 1.

---

**Fig. 1.** Epidemic history of Iran. The solid line marks the total officially reported cases by day since the beginning of the epidemic in this country.

**Fig. 2.** Absolute and relative errors of forecasting. On the left, the solid line traces the exponential approximation of a discrepancy between actual and forecast data.
The graph above shows that around the middle of April, the second wave of the epidemic rose in Iran. The epidemic spread is still very far from complete since the growth of the third wave has been observed from the beginning of June. Notice that the mentioned above algorithm decomposing the secondary waves could not recognize the third wave, and interpreted the data as statistical errors for two or three weeks ago.

Let us now try identifying the first wave of the epidemic in Iran by estimating the absolute and relative errors between the input and forecast data, which are described by the logistic curve. The mean squared error is minimal if the first wave reaches the threshold at 93 days from the start of the epidemic (Fig. 2). Note that the search for the minimum uses a priori dynamic data analysis that should not have to cover the entire history of the epidemic.

Figure 2 on the left displays that the input data, starting from the very beginning of the epidemic and up to the point of the maximum absolute error, obey the exponential dependence shown by the solid line. This fact is not a revelation: the behaviour of real data over time shown in graphs is not a specific feature of the history of the epidemic in Iran only. The authors of some works on the problem of the pandemic have noticed such a pattern, explaining this regular exponential component with useful medical intervention in the early epidemic.

However, it is easier to assume that this unavoidable regular error is due only to the specifics of data monitoring. Moreover, the analytical approximation of the input data set continues further, starting from the point of maximum absolute error up to the inflexion point using the power function [14, 15].

We have studied this regular monitoring error by analyzing the epidemic history in some countries of Western Europe, which had reached the first epidemic peak [16]. Notice that to reach the epidemic peak is necessary to apply a posteriori data analysis that leads to the same results that we obtain in the case of the dynamic a priori analysis. We have analytically revealed the regular component of the monitoring error. This error explained the reason for the failure of a priori mathematical forecasting of probable epidemic events in various countries of the world, undertaken in numerous studies. The statistical data processing of almost all countries that have reached the epidemic peak showed that the regular monitoring error is subject to a simple pattern: the higher the epidemic peak, the greater the time delay of the monitoring data compared to the forecast.

Let us identify the primary epidemic wave in Iran, following a priori approach. Thus, we believe that the discrete logistic equation \( N_{i+1} = 1,118N_i - 1,344 \times 10^{-7}N_i^2 \) adequately describes the first wave. Notice that the parameters of the first wave no longer change throughout the epidemic when the second wave appears. Figure 3 shows the solution to this equation.

Now we decompose the input data taking into account that the logistic curve shown in the above figure adequately approximates the early history of the epidemic. At the next stage of processing the input data, we identify the second epidemic wave. Calculations are performed recursively in the same way as used above. The discrete logistic equation also adequately describes the second wave, but with a different right-hand side: \( N_{i+1} = 1,056N_i - 3,202 \times 10^{-7}N_i^2 \). The parameters of this equation slowly change in time until the formation of a sufficient height of the third wave. Figure 4 displays this decomposition graphically.

This figure displays that the residual data, corresponding to the secondary and tertiary waves, can no longer represent a single logistic line. Thus the epidemic in Iran has become a continuous wave cascade, the most unfavourable for combating the epidemic. In any case, Iran cannot avoid the third epidemic wave.

We can repeat the above arguments and calculations using other data on the epidemic history in other countries, for example, Sweden. The first epidemic wave of in Sweden, compared with Iran, had a relatively small height with the threshold of about 15,000 registered cases reached in 115 days after the start of the epidemic (Fig. 5). Also, this
Monitoring models, which, for all their value, are still useless for developing medium-term and strategic action plans to overcome the pandemic [19]. Other promising predictive technologies based on graph theory [20], percolation theory [21], and stochastic processes [22] turned out to be too clumsy or incapable to produce a clear and concrete result on an urgent issue. In other words, the available forecast methods have demonstrated helplessness when solving the problem.

There is a paradox. On the one hand, it could seem that everything about the dynamics of the pandemic is known

**Discussion**

There are several different mechanisms, each of which can generate secondary waves in acute infectious disease. The first two mechanisms are due to the direct viral transmission and a change in its behaviour, which favours the emergence of additional ways of its spread. The third one is associated with the heterogeneity of the population. A new wave either occupies new territories and population or rolls over the previous places again. The fourth item is a mutation in the virus that causes delayed susceptibility to infection in humans. One more mechanism is weakening immunity. There is no problem to take these mechanisms into account in complex mathematical models to simulate secondary waves [17]. We may add that secondary waves are, not least, a consequence of the lax compliance with quarantine and sanitary rules by people who trust rumours and consume unreliable mass information.

In this work, the authors abandoned multivariate models, which, in ideal implementation, are designed to study the impact, for example, of border control at the beginning of an outbreak, predicting the timing of self-isolation, assessing the required amount of available drugs, and others. Indeed, the practice of recent months has shown that the well-tested and widely known mathematical methods, directly used to describe future events of the spread of the epidemic by processing the available statistical data, have demonstrated ineffectiveness.

We know the well-known logistic equation adequately describes the epidemic evolution. However, neither various versions of this mathematical model nor modifications of the logistic equation demonstrate usefulness. In any case, the simulation gives a satisfactory result only on a small-time horizon, within one or two weeks [18].

If so, then we are dealing with not predictive, but with monitoring models, which, for all their value, are still useless

**Fig. 6. Decomposition of the input data by total cases in Ukraine**

**Fig. 7. Secondary epidemic wave in the United States**

**Fig. 8. Sum of two logistic lines of the first and second epidemic waves in Russia**
qualitatively in advance. On the other hand, standard methods cannot provide an accurate prediction.

Let us try to shed light on the main reasons for such a failure and try to formulate the principles for overcoming the current situation. First of all, note that, in contrast to the experimental data, say, in physical experiments, data on the epidemic situation cannot be redundant, but only insufficient. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a situation where redundant data regularly appears in the monitoring fixing the total number of newly detected cases since the case is too delicate to allow such sloppiness. It is natural to expect that the data has a lack of information. Thus, we can postulate that the regular error describes some deficit in the data. Indeed, we can obtain a comprehensive epidemic data only a posterior. However, a priori analysis requires to identify this regular error using the statistical data of those countries which already have passed the epidemic peak.

We had managed to find the specified regular component of the error inherent in many countries of the world in monitoring the spread of the current pandemic in terms of exponential and power-law approximating functions. This error influences the forecasting of epidemic events critically. However, statistical data of countries have reached an epidemic peak demonstrate the analytical regularity in the virtual time delay. This fact allows us to pose the following question. Is a country that already has passed the threshold close to the peak epidemic or is still far from it?

The regular error of monitoring causes failures of a priori mathematical modelling [16]. We may point out that the predicted and real data, as a rule, practically coincide from the threshold to the peak of the epidemic. The explanation is simple: when crossing the inflexion point, the growth rate of registered infections decreases while the maximum effort is involved in solving the monitoring problem.

Thus, we have decided to limit ourselves to the simplest logistic model in this paper. On the one hand, this model requires a minimum of information to construct it. We need to know the initial number of cases, the final peak number, and the time from the beginning of the epidemic to its peak. On the other hand, we must understand that the monitoring quality, first of all, determines the reliability of the model, not the number of unknown parameters that we should find out from the input data. In particular, the conservatism of the parameters of the logistic curves for the primary waves confirms the model reliability while the parameters of the current wave slowly change in time because of the indicated natural imperfection of the input data.

CONCLUSION

This text has focused on the appearance of the second epidemic wave in Iran, Sweden and the United States, Ukraine, and Russia. The analysis of the input data by the total cases shows that the most favourable time for the emergence of secondary waves is the critical point in which the rate of the epidemic increase approaches maximum. The pass of the threshold of the new epidemic wave should be the most responsible in terms of strict observance of the rules of self-isolation and other sanitary standards.

The mathematical model allows detecting the secondary waves much earlier than passively observing the epidemic history. An example is the not entirely obvious second wave in Russia, which arose in early May, and which gave rise to the third wave of the epidemic at the end of June. Nonetheless, today, we desire that Russia is still able to avoid the fourth epidemic wave if combating the epidemic. Iran also has such an opportunity.

The algorithm for studying the secondary waves represents a recursive decomposition of the input data to a set of different logistic curves, the parameters of which, unknown in advance, the calculation process determines. At the first step, we check the possibility of adequate approximation of the input data by a single logistic curve. If success, we attempt to identify the second logistic wave, etc.

Logistics decomposition in many features is similar to the well-known Fourier method or wavelet analysis. However, in our case, the decomposition algorithm does not end with a result if the input data is inappropriate.
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REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS WITH CEREBRAL PALSY USING HAND EXOSKELETON CONTROLLED BY BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACE
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Cerebral palsy (CP) is one of the most severe central nervous system diseases in childhood associated with motor impairment. The study was aimed to assess the efficiency of the complex brain-computer interface (BCI) and hand exoskeleton as an instrument for the motor function recovery in patients with CP complementing the essential therapy. The Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale, ARAT test and Jepsen–Taylor function test were used in 14 children and adolescents for the motor function improvement assessment after the therapy complemented by 7–10 BCI-exoskeleton based procedures. The EEG mu-rhythm sources properties during the motor imagery BCI control were studied. After the procedures completion, the significant improvement of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale score (7 (2; 11) for hand active movements; 4.5 (1; 6) for proximal arm and 2.5 (0; 5) for hand), ARAT test score (7.5 (1; 31) for total score, 1.5 (0; 12) for grasp movement and 1.5 (0; 8) for grip movement) were found, as well as significantly different from the zero execution time reduction in three out of seven Jepsen–Taylor function test items (-1 (–4; 13; 0.25) for simulated feeding; –1 (2; 0) for moving light and heavy cars) were identified. The average BCI detection level was 0.51 (0.45; 0.54) (max = 0.70). In most EEG recordings the mu-rhythm sources were detected, both for intact and affected hemispheres. The mu-rhythm desynchronization associated with motor imagery was observed, significantly affecting the BCI accuracy. The results obtained indicate that the use of BCI-exoskeleton complex effectively complements the standard rehabilitation methods for children with CP, and suggest that its clinical effectiveness in individuals with CP may be proven by enrollment of more patients.
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РЕАБИЛИТАЦИЯ БОЛЬНЫХ С ДЕТСКИМ ЦЕРЕБРАЛЬНЫМ ПАРАЛИЧМ С ПОМОЩЬЮ ЭКЗОСКЕЛЕТА КИСТИ, УПРАВЛЯЕМОГО ИНТЕРФЕЙСОМ «МОЗГ–КОМПЬЮТЕР»
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Детский церебральный паралич — одно из тяжелых заболеваний центральной нервной системы у детей, сопровождающееся двигательными нарушениями. Целью работы было определить эффективность применения комплекса, объединяющего интерфейс «мозг–компьютер» (IMK) и экзосkeleton кисти, в качестве средства восстановления двигательной функции у пациентов с ДЦП в дополнение к основной терапии. У 14 детей и подростков по протоколу РАТ, Fugl-Meyer, Jepsen–Taylor функции в результате терапии, дополненной 7–10 процедурами с комплексом IMK–экзосkeleton, а также исследовали свойства источников µ-ритма ЭЭГ при воображении движений во время управления ИМК. После процедур были выявлены достоверно положительный прирост баллов по шкалам Fugl-Meyer (7 (2; 11) — для активных движений руки; 4,5 (1; 6) — для проксимальных отрезков и 2,5 (0; 5) для кисти), ARAT (7,5 (1; 31) — для общей суммы баллов, 1,5 (0; 12) — для шарового и 1,5 (0; 8) — для цилиндрического захвата) и достоверно отличное от нуля снижение времени выполнения трех из семи задач теста Jepsen–Taylor (–1 (–4; 13; 0.25) — для имитации кормления; –1 (2; 0) — для перестановки легких и тяжелых банок). Средняя вероятность правильного распознавания ИМК составила 0,51 (0,45; 0,54) (max = 0,70). В большинстве записей ЭЭГ были выделены источники µ-ритма, как в сохранном, так и в пораженном полушариях. Показано наличие десинхронизации µ-ритма при воображении движений, от степени которой достоверно зависит точность работы ИМК. Результаты показывают, что применение комплекса ИМК–экзосkeleton эффективно дополняет стандартную реабилитацию детей с ДЦП, а также дают основания предполагать, что ее клиническая эффективность в случае ДЦП может быть доказана с привлечением большего числа пациентов.

Ключевые слова: ДЦП, реабилитация, интерфейс «мозг–компьютер», экзосkeleton кисти, электроэнцефалограмма
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